
PLS 343 
Politics of Sub-Saharan Africa

Week 11, Lecture 2:
Economic development—postcolonial policy-making and its limits



Recap

•Africa’s geography and pre-independence history as necessary, 
but not sufficient, causes of Africa’s economic development



Plan for today

•Drivers of economic performance:
•Domestic policies
•External influences:

•Structural adjustment programs
•China

•Recent trends and variation



Developmental trends

•Faster economic growth  
in Africa than in East  
Asia in the first half of  
the 20th c.

•Acceleration between  
1960-73

•Subsequent deterioration



Phases of economic policy in postcolonial Africa

•State-led developmentalism (~1960s)
•Crisis (1970s)
•Structural adjustment and stagnation (1980s and early 1990s) 
•Globalization and ‘partnership’ (from the mid-1990s)



African economies at the time of independence

•Mercantilist colonial economic policies —> limited industrial 
capacity

•Agriculture as the dominant sector
•Dependence on primary commodity exports, esp. cash crops  

and minerals —>
•No economic gains from processing and vulnerability to global 

price volatility



Post-independence economic policies

•Modernization and the need for  
industrialization

•Dependency / underdevelopment and the desire  
to counter colonial legacies

•Congruence of business owner, worker,  
and government interests (—> Bates)

•Import substitution industrialization (ISI):
•Protectionist trade regime
•State intervention in economy
•Subsidization of industries and industrialization



The politics of post-independence economic 
policies according to Bates
•Economic policies:

•ISI and increased prices of manufactured  
goods

•Taxation of agricultural producers and the  
use of marketing boards and market  
regulation to reduce food prices

•Bates’ questions:
•Why should reasonable people adopt public  

policies that have harmful consequences for  
the societies they govern?

•How do governments get away with it?



The politics of post-independence economic 
policies according to Bates
•Why should reasonable people adopt public policies that have 

harmful consequences for the societies they govern?
•Congruence of business owner and worker interests
•Urban base of political power



The politics of post-independence economic 
policies according to Bates
•How do governments get away with it?

•Coercion
•Weak organizational capacity of smallholders
•Collective vs. personal interests and creation of incentives to 

accept the status quo —>
•Redistribution and alliance formation —>
•Patronage
•Entrenchment of private interests over time



Failure of the postcolonial policies
•Continued reliance on  

primary resources
•Indebtedness
•Political instability



Broader context

•Global economic  
crisis (stagflation,  
1973 and 1979 oil  
crises)

•Lower primary  
resource prices

•Interest rates  
increase

•Debt crisis



External response to the crisis

•Neoliberalism
•Washington Consensus
•Structural Adjustment  

Programs (SAPs)



Structural adjustment programs

•Reduction of deficits and inflation
•Elimination of seignorage  

and currency devaluation
•Reduction of public spending,  

including social expenditures  
and public sector employment

•Removal of price controls



Structural adjustment programs

•Comprehensive economic reforms
•Privatization of state-owned banks  

and enterprises
•Deregulation 
•Trade liberalization
•Encouragement of foreign direct  

investment



Implementation of  
structural adjustment programs

Van de Walle, Nicolas. 2001. African Economies and the Politics of Permanent Crisis, 1979-1999. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.



Impacts of  
structural adjustment programs
•Accelerated inflation rates
•Reduction of investment
•Higher food prices
•Lower employment and  

real wages
•Lower per capita incomes
•Increased poverty rates



Impacts of  
structural adjustment programs
•Reduction of the quality of  

public services
•Introduction of user fees
•Poor education and health,  

including malnutrition
•Particular impact on  

women
• Stewart, Frances. 1991. “The Many Faces of Adjustment.”  

World Development 19 (12): 1847–64. 



Impacts of structural adjustment reforms:  
the case of Uganda
•Loss of 40% of GDP between 1970-1986
•Structural adjustment reforms —>
•Rapid economic growth:

•6.3% between 1986-1999 —> 6.9% in the 1990s
•Poverty reduction:

•56% in 1992 —> 31% in 2006
•Attributed to structural adjustment reforms

• Collier, Paul, and Ritva Reinikka. 2001. “Reconstruction and Liberalization: An Overview.” In Ritva Reinikka and Paul Collier (eds.), Uganda’s Recovery: the 
Role of Farms, Firms, and Government. Washington, D.C.: 15-47.

•“The most influential development model of the 1990s”
• Mallaby, Sebastian. 2004. The World’s Banker: A Story of Failed States, Financial Crises, and the Wealth and Poverty of Nations. New York: Penguin Press.



Globalization and ‘partnership’

•The good governance paradigm and Poverty Reduction Strategy 
Papers (PRSPs):

•Debt relief in exchange for PRSPs
•Delivery mechanisms in e.g. the US Millennium Challenge 

Corporation
•Globalization and ‘trade, not aid’:

•Bilateral investment treaties (BITs)
•African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA) (2018)
•China in Africa



China in Africa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGhHmYW7FMc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGhHmYW7FMc


China in Africa

Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/02/26/pandemic-has-worsened-africas-debt-crisis-china-other-countries-are-stepping/



Recent trends (and variation)



Variation



Economic impacts of the pandemic

Source: African Development Bank. 2021. African Economic Outlook 2021. Abidjan: African Development Bank.



Varied economic impacts of the pandemic

Source: African Development Bank. 2021. African Economic Outlook 2021. Abidjan: African Development Bank.



Takeaways

•African agency amid external constraints and opportunities


